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DATA AGGREGATION  
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Data aggregation : definition  

  “… the process of aggregating the data from multiple 
sources to eliminate redundant transmission and 
provide fused information to the sink. “ 
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Distributed data aggregation  

 Traffic pattern in multihop network ?  
Data  o Event 
Event-driven or periodic traffic, sparse, bursty, constant, etc. 
 Low data rate, high data rate,    

 

 How to gather network wide information such that 
processing time, memory usage, bandwidth, and power 

consumption  are minimized 
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Distributed aggregation 

 Application 
 Network-wide information, Sensor network, distributed db 
 Environmental/industrial monitoring: 

Temperature monitoring, Pollution monitoring, Landslide detection 
Agriculture, Automation  

 Aggregation: 
 Distributive (max, min, sum, count) 
 Algebraic (plus, minus, average) 
 Holistic (median, kth smallest/largest value) 

 Example : a combination  
What is the average battery of the top 20% nodes 

 Underlying communication model 
 Broadcasting, tree, etc.  
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Selective data aggregation 

 A group of nodes  
E.g. Dominating sets  

 Aggregated graph 

 

 Requires network-wide orchestration 
Clustering algorithm / leader election 
Topology control   
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CLUSTERING  
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Outline 

 Visual Examples 

 Clustering Concept  and Applications Scenario 

 Clustering Structure and Elements  

 Dominating Sets and Spanning Tree 

 Some Algorithms  

 Conclusion 
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Visual Examples 
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Two natural and well-separated clusters   
representing the network structure of 
political blogs (Adamic and Glance, 2005) 

The network of loans among  
financial institutions 
( Bech and Atalay 2008) 

When people are influenced by the behaviors 
 of their neighbors in the network, the adoption  
of a new product or innovation (Leskovec et al. 2007) 

The spread of an epidemic 
disease (Andre et al. 2007) 
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Visual Example   
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Web link Structure centered at www.eurecom.fr (touchgraph) 
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Questions 

 Why clustering? And what is it? 

 What are the clustered networks?  

 Is clustering a natural phenomena common to 
network structure of any kind? 
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Why Clustering ? 

 Flat structure cannot perform well in a large scale network 
 Dynamic environments, require flexible and self-adaptive 

mechanisms to organize the network 
 
 
 

 A cluster structure is essential for protocol scalability and for 
performance guarantee 
 Resource Coordination and Reutilization: improve network capacity 

(throughput) 
 Virtual Backbone: reduce overhead, adjust network stability and connectivity 
 Stability: Provides a logical structure for other layers protocols 
 Security: Control and restrict inter cluster communication 

 Efficient for group communication and network management  
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Why Clustering ? 

 In theory clustering is the answer to many problems in 
ad hoc networks 
 Improves almost any algorithm 
Routing, addressing, data aggregation, power saving, etc 
 Leader election, colouring 
 

 Capture the intrinsic network structure and 
interactions among nodes 
Represents the natural organization structure of various 

public/private organisations  
Deployment topology depends on the type and size of the 

network and the interaction between groups 
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Public Safety Networks 

 Public Safety Networks (PSNs) are the networks set by the 
authorities to enable communication to either warn the 
population about an imminent catastrophe or coordinate 
teams during the crisis and normalization phases 

- p 15  

Data exchange is more intense 
among nodes of the same group 
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Scenarios of Clustering 
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Ring Concentratio
n 

Random Front 
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Concept of Clustering 
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-Virtual Backbone 
-Resource Coordination  
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What is Clustering? 

 Classify OR Aggregate nodes OR partitioning network into a set 
of (K) groups/zone according to 
 Mobility model / traffic pattern   
 Proximity / Neighborhood / Geometry  
 Interests / Community  
 Resources / Services / Role / Capabilities  

 Localized algorithm 
 localized information with global knowledge if available   

 Under a cluster structure, a node obtains a role 
 Default Clusterhead: DCH 
 Clusterhead: CH 
 Relay Node: RN 
 Mobile Router: MR 
 Isolated Node: IN 
 Gateway  : GW 
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Cluster Structure and Elements 
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 Inter-CH Links: 
-frequency 
-capacity  

How routing is done in a clustered network?  
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Clustering and Cooperation  
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Cluster Structure and Elements 

 Ex: Near-Term Digital Radio 
Network 
 Intercluster communication is 

restricted to CH only 
 CH are gateways 
 No multihop 

communications 
 One hop neighbors can 

communicate directly 

 Ex: Chorist.eu Project  
 Intercluster communication 

is done via relay nodes RNs 
 Any node can be a gateway  
Multihop communications 
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Backbone 
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Are there any similarities with Cellular topology?  
Example LTE-A Heterogeneous Network 
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• Macro : conventional BS that use dedicated backhaul and open to public access 
• Pico: low power BS that use dedicated backhaul connections and open to public access 
• Relay:  BS using the same spectrum as backhaul and access 
• Femto: consumer-deployable BS that utilize consumer’s broadband connection as backhaul 
 

LTE-A 

Source:  A.Agrawal, Qualcomm 

Incremental capacity growth, coverage extension , in-building coverage, low power  BS 
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Are there any similarities with Cellular topology?  
Example LTE-A 
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Source: O. Teyeb and GORA 
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ClusterHead Election 

 Leader election problem  
 To be elected some criteria must be satisfied and agreed 

on by the nodes  
 dynamically elected CH 
 Pre-assigned CH prior to the deployment (Default CH) 

 Relevant Criteria (or metric) 
 ID, Virtual ID, speed, connectivity, power, position, distance, 

trajectory, load status, buffer level, security-related metric, SNR, 
priority, interest groups, max time to serve as CH 
 

 Cost Function as a measure for cluster election  
 a · speed + b · degree + c · power + d · energy-left  
  initCost+ ∑i

kConnCosti + maintainCost  if  K ≤ cluster size S, 
otherwise ∞ 
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ClusterHead Election 

 Election may occur when membership relations change 
Mobility  
 Node failures or link failures  
 Cluster capacity is reached 
 No cluster with the same interests around 

 Scalability and parameters of clustering 
 Size of cluster  
 Number of cluster  
 Cluster diameter  
 Cost functions  
 Stretch factor  
 Level of hierarchy 
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Clustering State Machine 

 Broadcast tc_update 
Update the msg 

 Receive tc_update 
 Filter  
Process 

 Periodical evaluation 
 keep track of neighbors 
Change state  
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Benefits of Clustering Structure 

 Node and data aggregation  
 Intra and inter cluster 

routing 
 Transmission coordination  

– Concurrent  
– Frequency and spatial reuse 

 Protocol Scalability  
– Addressing  
– Network optimization 

• Load balancing  
• Power efficiency  
• Robustness to mobility 
• Network lifetime   

 Multicasting and security  
– CH as the service provider 
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Aggregation 
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Cost of Clustering  

 So far, clustering solves many problems in flat networks 

 But, what are the cost of cluster formation and 
maintenance ?  
 Election  
 Cluster update 
 Cluster split and merge 

 Overhead: Messaging Complexity w.r.t. flat structure 

 

 What about the scalability of clustering  
When mobility rate and traffic load increase ? 
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Clustering Issues  

- p 31  

 Create and maintain well-defined topology 
 Ensure stable, or at least as stable as possible, networks  
 Ensure that the resulting topology is spanner 
 Homogeneous clusters 
 Keep the number of clusters as low as possible 
 Shape a network topology in different ways just by changing parameters 

©Navid Nikaein 
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Discussion  

 We need a network where we can control the number of 
elements, with fast convergence, and the clusters should be as 
homogeneous and the network as stable as possible 

 Market-based cost function for clustering 

 Use technique in the economy laws of supply and demand to 
dynamically organize the network 
 First law: when demand is greater than supply, prices rise and when 

supply is greater than demand, prices fall 
 Second law: the greater the difference between supply and demand, the 

greater are the forces on prices 
 Third law: prices tend to the equilibrium point, where supply is equal to 

demand  

- p 32  ©Navid Nikaein 
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Example of Clustering Cost Function 

 Cp: initial cost for each provider 
 K: number of connected nodes 
 Ci: individual cost for each 

connected node to this 
provider 

 S: maximum number of 
connected nodes (cluster size) 

 Cc: extra cost for changing the 
provider 

 Alpha: Additional weight for 
isolated nodes  

 n: id of a node  
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 Changing costs of the elements we can control the 
number and size of the clusters 

Impact of Cost function on CH Distribution 
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Impact of Cost function on the cluster formation 

- p 35  

 Number of generated clusters  
 Minimum weakly connected independent 

dominating set is the theoretical minimum  

 Average size of clusters 

 The cluster sizes are also controlled 
by the cost function, the cluster size 
curves saturates 
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Clustering 

 In graph theory, the dominating set DS problem and 
spanning tree ST best describe the clustering schemes  
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– DS is a subset of nodes such 

that each node is either in DS or 
has at least one neighbor in DS  

 
– ST is a subset of nodes  with no 

cycle connecting all nodes 
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Dominating Set 

 Independent dominating set IDS 

 Weakly connected dominating set WCDS 

 (Minimum) Connected Dominating set (M)CDS 
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CDS WCDS IDS 

• Finding the M(C)DS is NP-Complete  
• Need an approximate and localized solution   
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Greedy Algorithm 

 Coloring Scheme: 
 Black nodes are in the DS 
 Grey nodes are neighbors of nodes in the DS 
White nodes are not yet dominated 

 Initially all nodes are white 
 WCDS: 
 Greedily choose good nodes that colors most white nodes 

 CDS:  
 Start with the root, color it black, and its white neighbors grey 
 Greedily choose a neighbor that dominates as many as possible 

new nodes,  color it black and its white neighbors grey 

 Need a localized algorithm  
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Tree-Growing Algorithm 
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u u u 

v v v 

Source: ETH DCG 

Start  MCDS … 
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Independent Dominating Set 

 No two nodes in the DS are neighbors, optimum sized DS 
 Example Algorithms:  

 Lowest ID, Highest ID, Highest degree, High degree + ID  

 No direct link between CH and non-overlapping clusters 
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Connected Dominating Set  

 Ease of broadcasting and constructing virtual backbones: 
Undesirable number of DS 

 Wu’s Algorithm 
 Each node exchanges its neighborhood information with all of its 

one-hop neighbors 
Marking process : any node with at least two unconnected 

neighbors becomes a dominator (red) 
 The set of all the red nodes form a CDS 
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Connected Dominating Set 

 Pruning Rule 1 & 2 :  
Open neighbor set N(v) = {u | u is a neighbor of v} 
Closed neighbor set N[v] = N(v)U{v}  
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v u v u u v w 

 A node v can be taken out from 
the CDS if there exists a node 
u such that N[v] is a subset of 
N[u] and the ID of v is 
smaller than the ID of u  

     A node u can be taken out from 
the CDS if u has two neighbors v 
and w such that N(u) is covered 
by N(v)UN(w) and its ID is the 
smallest of the other two nodes’ 
IDs 
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Weakly connected dominating set 

 Relaxing both the independence condition and direct 
connection of DS to reduce the number of clusters 

 Marking process: all nodes are initially white 

 Election: A node with maximum improvement is chosen 
and becomes a black node  
 Improvement of a (non-black) node u is the number of subcluster 

(piece) that would be merged into a single black subcluster if u 
were to be dyed black 

 At each iteration: color a white or gray vertex black and all 
its neighboring white vertices gray 

 At the end: the black vertices form a weakly-connected 
dominating set 
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Weakly Connected Dominating Set 
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Spanning Tree 

 Minimum Spanning Tree MST  
 sum of edge weights is minimized 

 Applications: electrical network, road, L2 switching, 
travelling salesman  
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MST MANET 
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Traditional Minimum Spanning Tree 

 Kruskal's algorithm:  Start with T = φ. Consider edges in ascending order of cost. Insert 
edge e in T unless doing so would create a cycle 

 Reverse-Delete algorithm:  Start with T = E.  Consider edges in descending order of 
cost. Delete edge e from T unless doing so would disconnect T 

 Prim's algorithm:  Start with some root node s and greedily grow a tree T from s 
outward.  At each step, add the cheapest edge e to T that has exactly one endpoint in 
T 
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Clustering Schemes 

Scheme  Objective 

DS-based Reduce the number of nodes participating in protocol operation 

Low Maintenance Optimized Structure for upper layer applications 

Mobility-Aware Assigning mobile nodes with low relative speed to the same cluster to tighten 
the connection in such a cluster 

Energy-Aware Avoiding unnecessary energy consumption or balancing energy consumption for 
mobile nodes so as ro increase network life time 

Load-Balancing Distributing the workload of a network more evenly into clusters by limiting the 
number of mobile nodes in each cluster in a defined range 

Combined Metric Considering multiple metrics in cluster configuration, including node degree, 
mobility, battery energy, cluster size, etc., and adjusting their weighting factors 
for different application scenarios 
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 Different schemes may differ in  
 how clusters are determined 
 the way cluster head (leader) is chosen 
 duties assigned to the cluster head 
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Clustering and Topology Control 

Clustering  
 Asymmetric responsibility  

 Hierarchical structure 

 Aggregation  

 Turning off fraction of the  
nodes, and thus 
interference  

Topology Control 

 Power control  

 Interference management  

 Turning off long-range 
links, and thus 
interference. 
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Both approaches sparsen the graph in order to reduce 
resource utilization 
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TOPOLOGY CONTROL  
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Outline 

 Why Topology Control? 

 Basics  

 Big picture of the Problem 

 Network Modeling   

 Geometric Structures   

 Example  
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Why Topology Control 

 Resources are limited in ad hoc networks 
Battery, bandwidth, computation, storage  

 Objective of topology control 
Reduce nodes’ resource utilization 
 Increasing network capacity 
Maintain network connectivity  
 Improve the performance of network and link layer 

 Highly related to power control 
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Why ? Energy Consumption 

 Sending a packet through W is also possible 

 

 Would it be better to communicate using short-range, 
multihop paths between u and v of instead the direct link?  

 From the energy-consumption point of view ? 
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Example of Induced Subgraph  

 Reduce transmission range and neighbors 
 Drop long-range neighbors 
 Reduces interference and energy! 

 But still stay connected (or even spanner) 
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Source: R. Wattenhofer  
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Definition 

 Adjust network topology according to some given criteria 
as environment changes to achieve certain network 
properties 

 Criteria 
 Transmission range  
 Forwarding  nodes/links selection 

 Need a model to express  
 Network is represented by a graph G(V,E) 
 But, when two nodes can communication with each other? 

 Modeling Wireless channel, radio propagation and 
interference 

 Unit Disk Graph UDG 
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Topology Control Function 

 Advertise node’s existence and parameters necessary for 
communication 

 

 Discover nodes within transmission and reception ranges 

 

 Negotiate and select persistent links for desired network 
properties and ephemeral links for session-specific service 

 

 Adjust topology as nodes move and environment changes 
and according to new directives 
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Big Picture of Topology Control Problem   
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NETWORK MODELING  
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Reminder: Transmit Range Issues   
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Wireless Radio Channel Modeling  

 Path loss is the ratio of PRx/PTx 

 In free space (LOS), we get 
 Big O depends on antenna gain and frequency used 
 β is the sensitivity threshold, below which a transmission may be 

lost 
 α depends on environment, free space α = 2 
 d is the distance 

 What about noise and interference ?  
  The transmission by a node Xi received by a node Y if 
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Wireless Radio Channel Modeling 

 This previous equation is somehow pessimistic  
 Signal form all the sources {Xk: k ≠ i} interfere destructively with the signal Xi 

 Under the protocol model, ∆>0 models interference avoidance 
 
 

 If Pi = Pk , then 
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Example:   
- Xi sends a packet to Y 
- Y correctly receives if  d(Xk, Y)/ d(Xi, Y) ≥ (1 + ∆) β 
- Otherwise, Xi should increase the transmit 
power 
- But, increasing the transmit power at Xi increases  
the interference  experienced by Xk 
 

Tradeoffs between per-node or per-network optimization 

Interference region centered at Y 
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Unit Disk Graph Modeling   

 Nodes are located in the 2D 
(or 3D) Euclidean plane  

 Nodes have Identical (unit) 
transmission radii  

 A Link in graph G exists iff   
 
 

 
 We can assume  r = 1 
 Is there any better model?  
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Example of Channel Modeling  

 Fast fading channel: e.g. vanet  
 Nakagami m-distribution (gamma distribution) 
 a shape parameter μ and a second parameter controlling spread, ω 
 Average power according to deterministic Free space/Two-ray model 
 Additional fast-fading component 
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Formal Definition 

 Let G(V, E) denote the graph representing the network 
 Edge (u, v) exists iff u can directly reach v 

 Let T(V, E’) denote the subgraph of the graph G returned 
by the topology control algorithm  

 Basic properties: 
 Connectivity: Two nodes connected in G are also connected in T 
 Stretch Factor of T: Measure of the increase in cost function, C,  

due to communicating through T instead of G 

 

dT(u,v) ≤ SF . dG (u,v) 
 Stretch Factor with respect to which metric/criteria?  
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Stretch Factor  

 dT(u,v) ≤ SF . dG (u,v) 
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Spanner 

 Let the distance of a path from node u to node v, denoted as d(u,v), be the 
sum of the Euclidean distances of the links of the shortest path. 
 Writing d(u,v)p is short for taking each link distance to the power of p, again 

summing up over all links. 

 Basic idea: T is spanner of graph G if T is a subgraph of G with the same 
number of vertices  

 Desired properties for all pairs of nodes, e.g. 
 Geometric spanner:  dT(u,v) ≤ c·dG(u,v) 

 Power spanner: dT(u,v)α ≤ c·dG(u,v)α, for path loss exponent α 

 Weak spanner: path of T from u to v within disk of diameter c¢dG(u,v) 

 Hop spanner: dT(u,v)0 ≤ c·dG(u,v)0 

 Additive hop spanner: dT(u,v)0 ≤ dG(u,v)0 + c  

 (α, β) spanner: dS(u,v)0 ≤ α·dG(u,v)0 + β 

 In all cases the stretch can be defined as maximum ratio dG/dS 
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Source: R. Wattenhofer 
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Properties 

 K-Connectivity for some k>1 
 Planner(no two edges intersecting)  
 Spanner (resulting topology is longer by a constant factor 

than that of shortest path) 
 Energy efficiency 
 Throughput  / Capacity 
 K-Localized for some k>1 (k-hop information) 
 Reduce Interference 
 Robustness to mobility, less dynamics 
 Bounded node In and out degree 
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Problem Statement  

 How to design topologies with low stretch factor ?  
 

 A Spanner  
 Subgraph H of G with constant stretch factor O(1) 
 Topology with an O(1) distance stretch factor has an O(1) energy stretch 

factor  
 Examples: Minimum spanning tree, Relative Neighbor Graph, Gabriel 

Graph, Yao Graph  

 
 Note that, in ad hoc network, the topology should be 

determined using localized algorithm 
 For nodes in Euclidian space, we focus on the proximity graphs 

/ geometric structures  
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Geometric Structures 

 Minimum spanning tree 
 Tree belonging to E 
MST(G) = min |E| 
 SF = O(n – 1) 

 Relative neighborhood graph   
 RNG(G) = max {d(ui,uk),d(uk,uj)} > d(ui,uj) 
 SF= O(n-1) 

 Gabriel Graph 
 GG(G)= d2(ui,uk)+d2(uk,uj) > d2(ui,uj) 
 Length SF= [√(n)/2, 4π √(2n-4)/3] 
 Power SF = O(1) 
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Geometric Structures 

 Yao graph  
 Partition the space into sectors of a fixed angle  Ѳ 
 Connect the node to the nearest neighbor in the 

sector  
 Ѳ-graph if Ѳ < π/3 
 Lenght SF = 1/ (1-2 sin π/k) 
 Power SF = 1/ [(1-2 sin π/k)β] 
 Yao graph requires position information  

 

 Delaunay graph 
 There is a triangle of edges  

between three nodes u,v,w iff the  
disk(u,v,w) contains no other points.  
 no point in P is inside any triangle in DT(P) 

 Dual of Voronoi diagram  

 β-Skeleton 
 Generalizing GG (β = 1) and RNG (β = 2) 
 Disk diameters are β . d(u,v) 
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disk(u,v,w) 

v 

u 
w 
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Spanning Ratio 

 The spanning ratio of T, i.e. the maximum ratio 
between the length of the shortest path between this 
pair on the graph of the triangulation and their 
Euclidean distance 
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Different Topologies from UDG(V) 
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Source: X-Y. Li 

MST µ RNG µ GG µ DT  
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Maximum Spanning Ratio 

RNG GG Yao Del 

Nearest Neighbor 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.5 

Farthest Neighbor 1.6 1.8 3.3 1.9 

Most Forwarding 1.7 2.3 4.7 1.8 

Compass 2.2 6.2 11 16 

Random 
Compass 

20 19 27 31 

Greedy 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.6 

Greedy Compass 1.6 2.7 2.5 1.9 
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Source: X-Y. Li 
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Delivery Ratio of Spanners 
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Source: X-Y. Li 

RNG GG Yao Del 

Nearest Neighbor 20 83 100 100 

Farthest Neighbor 25 70 94 94 

Most Forwarding 54 90 98 97 

Compass 23 66 97 100 

Random 
Compass 

51 66 95 85 

Greedy 78 100 100 100 

Greedy Compass 26 76 95 98 
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
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Topology Control 

 Dilemma of adjusting the transmission power of 
individual nodes 
 Lowering the transmission power to increase the capacity 

(throughput) due to larger spatial reuse 
 Increase the transmission power to avoid network 

partitioning   
 

 Ref:  
Distribution of Nodes in Disaster Area Scenarios and its 

Impact on Topology Control Strategies 
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Baisc Topology Control Strategies 

 Max-degree topology: 
Adjust the number of links (neighbors) for each node in a 

range of [k min, k max] 
 If more that k max , then reduce the Ptx  

 If less than k min, then raise the Ptx 

 K-Nearest-neighbor-topology: 
Connect to at least k nearest neighbors  
There is an edge iff one of the nodes belongs to the other k-

nearest neighbors 
Number of neighbors could be larger that K 

 Fixed Range: 
Connect to all in the range  
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Disaster Area Scenarios 

 Disaster area is divided 
into different working 
area: 
 Incident cite 
Waiting for the treatment  
 Technical operational 

command 
 Ambulance parking point 

 

 In a disaster area, nodes 
are  
 Not equally distributed 
 Not moving over the whole 

area 
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Disaster Area: 350m x 200m 
Number of nodes: 150   
Pedestrians speed: 1-2m/S 
Vehicles speed: 1-12m/s 

Reduced scenario of world youth day  
And FIFA soccer WorldCup 2006 
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Connectivity Graph 
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WCDS 

Nearest Neighbor (k=4) Fixed Range (r=75) 

Max degree, kmax = 8 
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Distribution of Nodes vs. Dwell Time 

 Random Waypoints 

 

 

 

 Random Waypoints with 
Attraction Points 

 

 

 Disaster Area 
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Average Node Degree Distribution 
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Average Node Degree  

Com. Range 100m 

DA shows a  
multimodal avg. 
degree 
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Node Degree Distribution for  
Different Transmission Range 
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DA RWPAP 

Range 250m 
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Average Node Degree for Different Mobility Models 

TC DA 
 

RWP 
Pedestrians 

RWPAP 
Pedestrians 

RWP 
Vehicular 

RWPAP 
Vehicular 

Fixed Range 100m 74.16 61.17 84.96 55.68 80.94 

Fixed Range 75m 48.50 38.67 59.49 34.78 56.03 

Max-degree 4 3.99 3.99 3.99 3.99 3.99 

Max-degree 6 5.99 5.99 5.98 5.99 5.99 

Max-degree 8 7.98 7.98 7.98 7.97 7.98 

Nearest-neighbor 4 5.54 5.23 5.38 5.19 5.43 

Nearest-neighbor 6 8.14 7.88 8.13 7.75 8.19 

Nearest-neighbor 8 10.86 10.65 10.99 10.41 10.98 
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Other Results and Experimentations 
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TC Pedestrian 
 
Avg. 
Degree 

Pedestrian 
+ vehicular 
Avg. 
Degree 

Pedestrians 
 
%Disconnect
ed 

Pedestrian + 
Vehicular 
%Disconnect
ed 

Pedestrians 
 
Avg. Path 
Size 

Pedestrians 
+ Vehicular 
Avg. Path 
Size 

Pedestrians 
 
Max. Path 
Size 

Pedestrians 
+ Vehicular 
Max. Path 
Size 

Fixed 
Range 
100m 

75.14 82.14 0.20 0.22 1.12 1.13 2.88 2.94 

IDS – 1 
Relay 

2.90 3.38 10.22 19.25 2.23 2.13 4.18 3.97 

Nearest-
neighbor 3 

3.25 2.29 6.78 48.03 5.32 4.4 10.51 8.85 

Nearest-
neighbor 4 

4.27 3.01 2.03 37.62 4.16 3.86 7.91 7.56 

Nearest-
neighbor 6 

6.09 4.66 0.41 20.77 3.23 3.36 6.13 6.43 

Nearest-
neighbor 8 

7.97 6.49 0.22 8.64 3.08 1.12 5.33 5.89 

Nearest-
neighbor 10 

9.74 8.21 0.21 3.84 2.89 1.13 2.88 2.94 
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Partitioning Degree and Asymmetry  
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Portioning Degree  Asymmetry 
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Conclusion 

 Controlling network topology is a key to improve 
network and protocol performance 

 Importance of suitable network model 

 Graph theory concepts and some relevant geometric 
structures 

 Results  

 Example  
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